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On the culture that brought us democracy, the Olympics, Socrates, and Alexander the Great, this

lavishly illustrated reference about ancient Greece presents the amazing history through gripping

stories; the rise and fall of the phenomenal empire; the powerful legacy left by ancient Greece for

the modern world; and the new discoveries shedding light on these ancient people that are still so

much with us. Even today, Greek art and architecture dominate our cities; modern military

strategists still study and employ Hellenic war tactics; Greek poetry, plays, and philosophy are

widely read and enjoyed; and science, mathematics, medicine, and astronomy all build on the

fundamentals of early Greek thinking. Included are fascinating insights into Greek island living,

ancient social networking, and the extreme priority Greeks placed on athletic competition (warring

city-states declared truces during the Olympic games). Learn of spectacular discoveries such as the

Uluburun shipwreck, the earliest writing ever found in Europe, and buried palaces. A stunning

treasure, this lushly-illustrated, uniquely comprehensive and accessible history of Ancient Greece is

perfect for anyone interested in the origins of our modern world.
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DIANE CLINE is an associate professor of history and classics and an affiliated faculty member of

the Digital Humanities Institute at George Washington University. She is a popular lecturer on the

history of Greece with expertise on the city of Athens, Greek sanctuaries, Greek art and

archaeology, Greek inscriptions on stone, and Greek biography. She holds a B.A. from Stanford

University in classics and a Ph.D. from Princeton in classical archaeology. She was a fellow at the



American School of Classical Studies in Athens, where she was also a Fulbright Scholar and

studied Greek inscriptions in the National Museum there. Her current research focuses on social

networks and innovation in classical Athens.

Loaned this book from the library and liked it so much I went out and bought it. It's a wonderful book

for those who are intrigued by the amazing civilization that was Greece, and appreciate the quality

of National Geographic productions and its team of writers. The book is well written, has good

photos and illustrations that add to the story of the rise and flourishing of ancient Greece. It is very

comprehensive in its scope, yet fairly compact and an easy and enjoyable read.It is a worthy

companion work to the equally excellent TV series "The Greeks" that has recently been shown on

PBS, and for which DVDs are available. A great combination, and accomplishment, by the National

Geographic covering the history of the birthplace of Western Civilization.

This is a beautiful book, full of excellent background and interesting details. An excellent overview of

the culture and imagery that helps bring it all to life. One of my favorite Nat Geo books ever.

By SRHTravel back in time to ancient Greece in this beautifully written and illustrated book. It

contains a gold mine of information and photographs based on archeological findings and

fascinating interpretation, carefully noted as such, when archeological evidence does not exist. The

author's comfort with the time frame pulls the reader in and holds interest with commentary about

similarities to life today. I found frequent translations of specific words from Greek to English very

helpful in understanding how the ancient Greeks still have an influence on us today.

I really enjoyed my new book on The Greeks...an illustrated history. Just what I needed to fill in the

gap between the loose (=lower-level) history books on Greek culture...... and (advanced) high-level

reports in scholarly journals This book is carefully vetted by the National Geographic Society.

Whatever your academic rank (BA, MS, or PhD), please carefully consider this excellent book on

"The Greeks". You will be glad that you purchased this scholarly book from  at a cleverly discounted

price.

Fascinating, comprehensive, and beautifully presented. Lovely companion piece to the current TV

series. Just wish it came in paperback, as a hardback book of that size is cumbersome to carry

around.



A masterful illustrated exposition of the early period of Ancient Greek History.

Nice book! I love this as it comes from National Geographic! Qucik to get and good quality!

Nat Geo does their thing. Beautiful work.
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